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The paper presents experiments on developing new materials with preset properties for the footwear area,
particularly for customized footwear. Research focused on analyzing a rubber plate formulation for heel tops
commonly used in footwear manufacturing, varying the amount of filler and expanding agent in different
proportions to obtain physico-mechanical properties appropriate for use. In this paper, the purpose of research
was developing customized footwear by reducing the Fy mediolateral component of the ground reaction
force when the foot touches the ground during walking. Developing customized footwear taking into account
ground reaction force aims to improve walking or static position. In order to fulfill its role, footwear must
reduce the Fy mediolateral component of the ground reaction force. Lately, reducing ground reaction force
has been a major concern in footwear design and manufacturing. Ground reaction is measured using AMTI’s
AccuGait System force plate.
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Nowadays economic development is affected by the
limited nature of some raw materials and energy, by the
increasing demand of new materials with remarkable
performance and application in various areas. This has led
to the development of new materials with preset properties
for the footwear area, particularly for customized footwear.
Developing customized footwear taking into account
ground reaction force aims to improve walking or static
position. Comfort or discomfort caused by the ground
reaction force is expressed by the maximum value of the
three components, namely: Fz vertical component, Fy
mediolateral component and Fx anteroposterior
component. These impact forces are shocks sent through
the body, from heel to head through the skeletal structure.
According to research in the last three decades, impact
forces have been shown to be three times the body weight
[1], leading to degenerative joint diseases, back pain, stress
fractures, etc., and are influenced by the walking style,
types of surfaces, design of the lower part of footwear and
materials used in manufacturing.
In this paper, the purpose of research was to develop
rubber mixtures with var ying hardness in order to
manufacture the customized shoe heel so that to reduce
the Fy mediolateral component of the ground reaction
force.

Experimental part
Processing natural and synthetic elastomers involves
using numerous auxiliary materials having a wellestablished role in influencing properties of finished
products or the selling price. In order to obtain products
with well-determined physico-mechanical characteristics
according to their destination, it is necessary to use various
types of ingredients. A rubber plate formulation was chosen
for experiments for heel tops, commonly used in footwear
manufacturing, varying the amount of filler and expanding
agent in different proportions to obtain physico-mechanical
properties appropriate for use (table 1).
The following work method was used in compounding
Duroflex rubber on roll:
- Rubber is added to the roll (1-2 mm) and mixed until it
becomes easy to process (rubber plasticizing);
- ZnO, stearin, zinc stearate and colophony are added;
- 1/2 HAF, PEG and mineral oil are added;
- 1/2 HAF, paraffin and Ultrasil VN3 are added and mixed
until the compound becomes perfectly homogenous, at
the temperature of 400C;
- antioxidant is slowly added and the mixture is cut until
homogenization;
- roll temperature is lowered to room temperature and
curing agents are added;
- porophor is slowly added and the mixture is refined.

Table 1
CURED RUBBER FORMULATIONS
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Table 2
MATERIALS AND ROLL PROCESSING
TIME OF MATERIALS

The order of adding materials and roll processing time
of the 14 mixtures are presented in table 2.
Laboratory experiments to develop cured rubber
mixtures were performed on a cooling laboratory roll, with
mixture processing capacity of about 4Kg.
Roll homogenization was done under the following
conditions:
• Cylinder rotational speed: 24 r x mm;
• Temperature of rolls, as follows:
1. Front roll: 30°C;
2. Back roll: 24°C.
Temperatures were set so that the mixture would not
overheat and the obtained sheet would be easily processed,
without sticking to the rolls. Temperatures in the mixture
sheet during roll mixing and after homogenization and
refinement were determined using a pyrometer with
penetrator.
The physico-mechanical properties of the two mixtures
were determined and the test results are presented in table
3.
Quality control of cured rubber mixtures with and
without expanding agent was performed using sheets
pressed in matrices of 2 mm and 10 mm thickness,
respectively. This stage takes place after the obtained
sheets are pressed into plates.
In order to establish the optimal curing times, obtained
mixtures were analyzed using the Monsanto rheometer at
a temperature of 180oC, on the 100 scale, for 24 min.
In order to obtain plates to determine physicomechanical properties, samples of the following sizes were
taken from sheets:
- l50mm x l50 mm x 2mm;
- 80mm x 80mm x 6mm.
Plates were obtained in an electrical press, through the
compression method, between its jaws, at a temperature
of 180°C and time values, according to results of rheograms.
In order to expand the material, dies were filled up to 75%
of their capacity.
Stages and work conditions to obtain plates are the
following:
- preheating with pressure of 1 Pa 3 min;
- pressing with pressure of 200 Pa 10 min;
- cooling with pressure of 200 Pa 5 min.
In the case of expanded plates, pressing parameters
are important, as follows:
-180oC temperature was selected due to the fact that
the expanding agent reacts to higher temperatures than
that. Higher values were not used so that expansion would
be uniform and with evenly-sized pores.
-Pressure also acts on the expansion method. Cooling
was done in the die and at pressure so that not to deform
the product.
-Die was filled up to 75% so that the product would be
expanded.
After 24 h rest at room temperature, plates were subject
to physico-mechanical determinations indicated in table
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Table 3
PHYSICO-MECHANICAL PROPERTIES OF
CURED RUBBER MIXTURES

Physico-mechanical characterization was performed
according to standards in force, as follows:
•°ShA hardness - STAS 5441/3-1974 Cured elastomers.
Determination of hardness in Shore A hardness degrees.
•Density, g/cm3 STAS 5787-1992 Compact cured rubber.
Determination of density.
Results presented in table 3 for Duroflex plates (fig. 1)
lead to the following conclusions:

Fig. 1 Cured rubber plates

Shore hardness. Values of this characteristic vary in
relation to reference values, which proves that the products
contain less filler and are expanded. Experimental data
prove that hardness decreases proportionally with the
reduction of filler amount and with the increase of
concentration of the expanding agent.
Wear resistance. Rubber wear is an essential parameter
for the footwear industry and the rubber goods industry, as
well as for technical rubber items used in the automotive
industry. Its value increases by compounding rubber with
expanding agents, exceeding normal parameters specific
to Duroflex cured rubber (200-300 mm3).
Footwear with customized heel constructed from heel
tops (fig. 2) is manufactured according to the classic
technology, as follows:
- punching the sole from the rubber plate (a);
- punching the heel tops from the rubber plate (b);
- making the heel by fixing heel tops using adhesive
(c);
- making the heel top to which the heel cap made of
two materials with different hardness is applied and with
a 2-degree inclination so that by joining them a heel top is
formed (d);
-Applying the heel cap by gluing;
-Pressing the heel;
-Dyeing the heel;
-Fixing the heel on the shoe.
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The construction of this type of heels has the following
advantages:
-Creating the customized heel according to the specific
gait of each person;
-Simple construction;
- Low cost.
Hardness of the two materials varies depending on the
walking style of each person.
The heel is made of several rubber layers, a layered heel
top made of two beveled layers and a heel cap of
thermoplastic rubber. Heel height and width may differ
depending on the shoe model.

Fig. 2 Constructed sole and heel

Fig. 3. Layered heel top, made of two beveled layers

The heel is made up of a series of heel tops (fig. 3), so
that to obtain the appropriate heel height of the last. The
heel tops are placed on top of each other and fixed by
using adhesive.

Results and discussions
In order to check the efficiency of the proposed solution,
six shoe models with customized heel made of cured
rubber plates with varying hardness were created, and to
evaluate the three components of the ground reaction
force, particularly the Fy mediolateral component,
measurements were done using the AMTI force platform
and BioAnalysis software, on four walking surfaces: carpet,
linoleum, tar board and parquet.
Evolutions of the Fy mediolateral component for the six
shoe models on each walking surface are presented in
figures 4÷9.
The measurements performed using the AMTI force
platform showed that the value of Fy mediolateral
component varies depending on the hardness of cured
rubber used in manufacturing the customized heel and on
the walking surface.

Fig. 4. Evolution of Fz vertical component and Fy mediolateral component of the ground reaction force
during normal gait using shoe model 1 on the four surfaces

Fig. 5. Evolution of Fz vertical component and Fy mediolateral component of the ground reaction force
during normal gait using shoe model 2 on the four surfaces
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Fig. 6. Evolution of Fz vertical
component and Fy mediolateral component
of the ground reaction force during normal
gait using shoe model 3 on the four
surfaces

Fig. 7. Evolution of Fz vertical
component and Fy mediolateral
component of the ground reaction force
during normal gait using shoe model 4
on the four surfaces

Fig. 8. Evolution of Fz vertical
component and Fy mediolateral
component of the ground reaction force
during normal gait using shoe model 5 on
the four surfaces

Fig. 9. Evolution of Fz vertical
component and Fy mediolateral
component of the ground reaction
force during normal gait using shoe
model 6 on the four surfaces

Conclusions
The paper presents the results of a study on obtaining
cured rubber with varying hardness for manufacturing
customized footwear. Thus, customized footwear must
fulfill two basic characteristics:
- it must be custom made for each subject,
- it must be an instrument for prevention of anomalies.
This type of footwear is intended for wearers who do
not exhibit structural or functional anomalies of the lower
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limb, but who value comfort in wearing to the detriment of
other aspects, such as those related to heel height or shape.
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